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Abstract
With the increased integration of renewable energy sources the interaction between energy producers and
consumers has become a bi-directional exchange. Therefore, the electrical grid must be adapted into a
smart grid which eﬀectively regulates this two-way interaction. With the aid of simulation, stakeholders
can obtain information on how to properly develop and control the smart grid. In this paper, we present
the development of an integrated smart grid simulation model, using the Anylogic simulation environment.
Among the elements which are included in the simulation model are houses connected to a renewable
energy source, and batteries as storage devices. With the use of the these elements a neighbourhood model
can be constructed and simulated under multiple scenarios and conﬁgurations. The developed simulation
environment provides users better insight into the eﬀects of running diﬀerent conﬁgurations in their houses
as well as allow developers to study the inter-exchange of energy between elements in a smart city on
multiple levels.
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1 Introduction
Over the last decades, there has been an increase in the availability and aﬀordability
of renewable energy sources in households, such as wind mills and, primarily, solar
panels. In addition, the capacity of electricity storage devices has risen considerably.
As a consequence, renewable energy production will potentially make up a large
portion of the energy in the electrical grid system. The traditional electrical grid
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needs to be upgraded into a smart grid system, which is able to eﬀectively and
eﬃciently regulate the bi-directional energy ﬂow and the interaction between the
various devices on the grid. The electrical energy can ﬂow to, or from the main grid,
depending on the time of the day, weather condition and electricity prices. The
algorithms which control diﬀerent functions in a smart grid are complex and need
to be studied through simulation before actual implementation to ensure proper
operation in all scenarios.
In this paper we present a simulation model which describes the various elements
within a smart grid such as user-demand, centralized and decentralized energy pro-
duction, storage elements, etc. The ﬁnal overall model simulates a smart grid at
neighbourhood level involving several houses with a set of typical smart grid sce-
narios. Each house can be ﬁtted with solar panels, a battery and its individual
demand proﬁle. The model gives insight in how the energy ﬂows within a house,
and between the houses in the neighbourhood, and thus can help in smart grid
design. Furthermore, due to the modular set-up of the model, the simulation model
can be easily extended to incorporate other devices and scenarios.
The Anylogic software [8] is used for the design of the simulation model. The
simulation methods supported are system dynamics, agent-based and discrete event.
The programming and setup is done using graphical components along with code
based on the JAVA language. The software used is ﬂexible and allows for the
implementation of the multiple simulation methods within the model. For the inner
operation of the model system dynamics is used as it eﬀectively describe the ﬂow of
energy through the various components. Each component is then represented as an
agent which then allows them to interact and exchange data with each other, this
is done using the agent-based approach within the program.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the function-
ality of the diﬀerent model components. In Section 3 some simulation results of a
number of example scenarios are given. In Section 4 a short overview of related
work is given. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.
2 Model components
A smart neighbourhood consists of a number of connected smart houses. Each
such house will be built up out of several components which will have conﬁgurable
parameters to make each house have its own characteristic behaviour. In Figure
1 the overall model of an individual residential unit can is displayed with all the
designed components connected which are able to communicate together through
the ports found on each. In the following, the functionality of each component will
be presented.
2.1 House
The House model is the main element which allows interaction between the other
component models. All other components are connected to the house via ports
which enable communication between them. The way which the produced and
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Fig. 1. Residential Unit
imported power is used and stored is determined by the settings of the house. For
example, one can set that the battery is only charged by locally generated energy.
2.2 Demand
In the Demand module, the electricity demand proﬁle of the house is deﬁned. The
proﬁle gives the average power drawn over a given period of time, which may be
dependent on the time of day and the day of year. Standardized demand proﬁles can
be found on the internet, for example, EDSN [9] provides standard proﬁles for the
Netherlands. With smart meters one could measure personalized demand proﬁles,
in order to create fully customized simulations.
2.3 Weather
The Weather module provides the necessary weather data for computing the gen-
erated renewable energy. Since the model, for now, is limited to solar panels only
irradiation data is used. However, this can easily be extended to include wind speed
data for wind generation. For locations in the Netherlands, the weather data is
readily available via the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI) [12].
It provides Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI) data, which can be used for the
computation of the generated solar energy. The GHI consists of the Direct Normal
Irradiance and Diﬀuse Normal Irradiance [10], and is measured over a horizontal
plane, 0 degree tilting.
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2.4 Solar Panel
The Solar Panel module converts part of the solar irradiance into electrical power
[2]. The output power is highly dependent on the position of the panel with respect
to the sun. However, to incorporate this fully it would require many input parame-
ters from the user. So, in order to keep the model easily conﬁgurable and limit the
involvement of the user, the relation between the GHI and the output power (P ) is
given by the following approximate relation:
P = ×A×GHI,
where  is the eﬃciency of the solar panels and A is the area of the panels.
2.5 Battery
The Battery is a component to be modelled as it is likely to be used as a storage
element in a smart grid system. The battery model should be user-friendly, which
means the battery speciﬁcation can be adjusted by the users. Many diﬀerent types
of battery models have been developed for various applications over the years [3].
There are two crucial requirements for the battery model. The ﬁrst is a small num-
ber of parameters which makes the model simple and easy to conﬁgure. The second
is a high accuracy. In most cases, a trade-oﬀ between the number of parameters
and accuracy are exist [4]. The battery is chosen to be modelled using the Kinetic
Battery Model (KiBaM) [5]. Within this simulation the usage algorithm depends
on the availability of power from the solar panel. The battery is used as a buﬀer
when the panels are not able to deliver suﬃcient power.
2.6 Pricing Module
The Pricing module allows the user to keep track of the amount of money paid for
the energy used as well as the amount credited when selling energy back to the grid.
Diﬀerent suppliers can be compared to show which packages are most convenient
for the user’s smart grid setup. Also, the ﬁnancial data can be used to estimate the
return of investment of a future setup.
2.7 Neighbourhood
By conﬁguring multiple houses, a neighborhood can be created within the model,
as visualized in Figure 2. For each house the diﬀerent modules can be uniquely
deﬁned, to ﬁt to the individual demand proﬁles and available battery capacity and
solar panels. It is also possible to create multiple instances of identical houses to
create a larger population of houses. In this way, one can easily study the eﬀect of
an increase of the penetration of solar panels on the interaction of a neighborhood
with the grid.
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Fig. 2. Example of Neighbourhood model
3 Simulation studies
3.1 Set-up
The simulation is run on two levels, the Neighbourhood and residential level, to
observe the operation of the designed model. These simulation results will show
how the requirements listed are met in the designed smart grid environment. At
the neighbourhood level 14 residential units are simulated with the setup as shown
in Table 1. The 14 residential units are build-up from 8 diﬀerently conﬁgured units,
with diﬀerent solar panel size and battery capacity. For ﬁve of these conﬁgura-
tions multiple instances are used in the neighbourhood. The size of the household
determines the demand proﬁle of each house. The weather proﬁle is the same for
all houses. All of the following results are obtained by simulating one month in
Summer.
Family Group House A House B
Units Panel m2 Battery Ah Units Panel m2 Battery Ah
Single 2 7 60 3 5 50
Couple 1 9 70 1 13 65
Family, 1 Child 2 16 80 1 18 80
Family, 3 Children 2 25 90 2 21 94
Table 1
Smart Grid Residence Setup Scenario
3.2 Neigbourhood level
At the neighbourhood level, cumulative data of all the residential units can be
gathered which allows for the study of the interaction between the neighbourhood
and the portion of the grid it is connected to. In Figure 3, we display the energy
trade ﬁgures for the given scenario. It shows how much energy is imported from the
grid by the whole neighbourhood, and how much of the generated energy is exported
to the grid. In the simulated period, approximately 4000 kWh has been generated
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Fig. 3. Distribution of Neighbourhood Energy
by the solar panels. Nearly 2500 kWh has been used in the neighbourhood, either
directly or by storing it in the batteries. The rest, approximately 1600 kWh, is
delivered to the grid.
In Figure 4 the ratio of the energy supplied by the sources and storage to the
demand can be seen. With the implementation of the above conﬁguration nearly
50% of the energy required for the neighbourhood can be supported directly by the
solar panels. Another 18% of the demand is supplied in directly by solar energy,
through the batteries.
The user can study relations such as the eﬀect of an increase of the number of
solar panels on the amount of energy imported from and exported to the grid by
the neighbourhood. Thus, one can investigate to what extend the neighbourhood
could operate autonomously from the central grid.
3.3 Residential level
Within the same simulation run the eﬀects for the individual houses can be studied
as well. The shown results are from a household of a family with 3 children, with
house type A. All the shown results can easily be obtained for the other household
types as well.
At the residential, level data similar to that on the top level can be viewed, such
as the distribution of the sources that are used to meet the demand. In addition to
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that data can be gathered and displayed for the power usage proﬁle as can be seen
in Figure 5. The usage proﬁles shown is for a period of 24 hours (hours 695 to 720 in
our simulation) from the diﬀerent sources. From such graphs the switching between
energy sources can be carefully studied, especially when implementing complex
control algorithms. Furthermore, in Figure 6 one can see the distribution on the
total generated power from the solar panels to the various elements in the system.
Within the Pricing Module the user can keep track of the debit and credit, due
to reselling excess back to the utility companies. Figure 7 shows the hourly sales
for the chosen conﬁguration, while in Figure 8 the total exchange over a period is
shown, in this case one month. With these results users can get estimates about the
net cost eﬀects when using particular energy companies. Other algorithms could
be implemented which could regulate energy use based on pricing models from the
utility companies.
4 Related Work
The importance of smart energy distribution is stressed by organisations such as
the Joint Research Centre at the Institute for Energy and Transport [11], which
advices the European Commission on energy policy. The organisation promotes
and encourages research in various areas of smart grid systems.
In [1] the authors develop a model of a gas station micro grid which is connected
to PV panels as well as storage devices. The model is implemented in Anylogic
and follows a similar methodology as that used in this paper. The energy ﬂow
within the system is determined using system dynamics and the elements of the
gas station are built as components which communicate with each other. The gas
Fig. 4. Energy Source Distribution
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Fig. 5. Power Supplied by Sources and Power Usage
Fig. 6. Power distribution from panel production
station includes models for the car traﬃc which would visit a comparable station.
Diﬀerent conﬁgurations could be modelled to ﬁnd the optimal energy balance for
the system.
The Smart Grid Simulator [7] focuses on lowering the energy bill for the cus-
tomers. It uses data regarding hourly energy consumption, energy prices, as well
self-produced energy circumstances, in order to predict the amount of energy bought
for the next day, lower the cost of electricity, optimize the utilization of the elec-
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Fig. 7. Hourly Credit and Debit
Fig. 8. Total money exchanged in a one month period
tricity, compare assortment of prices, run a brokering algorithm that dictates when
energy is being bought, stored, or sold and predicting the renewable energy produc-
tion.
In [6], an overview is given of the features and the capability of a smart energy
city, one of which is lower energy consumption. The advantages of a smart city are
demonstrated using Anylogic. The model is based on Demand Response (DR). The
author argues that the DR based system will reduce the overall energy consumption
of a city because the peak demand level can be lowered. In addition to DR the model
also employs load control to decrease the energy consumption even further. There
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are two levels in the model. The ﬁrst level is a smart building, modelled as an
agent, the second level is the environment for the smart building agent. The ﬁrst
level of the model uses a price signal as the input, the price signal will then aﬀect the
decision making process inside the building, for instance to determine whether to
use the energy from the battery, or whether some appliances need to be turned oﬀ.
The main level of the model acts as the utilities company. The model assumes that
the occupants of the building signed a contract that allows the utilities company
to control a predeﬁned load. This is done by using an algorithm that allows the
utilities company to reduce and restore energy consumption level at any given time.
The model, which has four buildings, was tested using a sequence of scenarios. The
results show that the model does indeed lower the overall energy consumption level
of the houses. The results also show that demand response with an addition of load
control results in a further reduction of the energy consumption.
5 Conclusion
A smart grid simulation tool has been developed which can model residential units
which have solar panels and batteries which are able to store excess energy. Diﬀer-
ent living situations are available for the residential unit to allow for a more diverse
data set when scaling the model to neighbourhood level. The model is able to use
statistical data from local meteorological sources to represent the weather patterns
and inﬂuence the solar panel output power. With the combination of the various
elements a vast amount of data can be gathered which shows the interactions be-
tween the elements. Data can be gathered on both the ﬁnancial level and the energy
level which can be useful for both consumers and researchers.
The program was developed using the Anylogic simulation software which al-
lowed for a ﬂexible environment to implement the desired models. System dynamics
and agent-based modelling were the methods primarily used in making the models.
The agent-based approach allowed the residential units to be scalable and allow for
multiple instances which adds diversity to the neighbourhood simulation.
The current model can be further expanded upon by incorporating other el-
ements such as stationary electric vehicles as additional storage units, as well as
other renewable sources. Algorithms can be implemented to study the behaviour in
diﬀerent scenarios, such as purchase/sell of power according to market price. Other
algorithms could control the usage of the connected battery.
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